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INTRODUCTION TO
MIZORAM

Mizoram is a mountainous state nestling in the southern tip of the
north-east region of India. Covered with verdant forests dominated by
thick bamboo groves, teeming with vibrant wildlife, sheer cliffs and
breath-taking waterfalls, dotted with unique landmarks of myriad
folklores and picturesque villages of houses built on stilts, a land of
dramatic seas of morning mists that enfold islands of hills and peaks.
This is the land of the Highlanders, or the Mizos, who are by nature
carefree and hospitable to visitors. For anyone looking for a quiet
holiday or outdoor activities in pristine and peaceful setting, this is a
destination worth your while.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Location Latitude 21o 58' & 24o 35' N
Longitude 92o 15' & 93o 29' E

Temperature : 11o - 21o C in winter
20o - 30o C in summer

Average Rainfall ------ 50 per annum

Capital Aizawl

Highest Point : Phawngpui (Blue Mountain) 2,157 M
Religion : Christian
District : 11
State Animal : Serow (Saza)
State Bird : Hume's Pheasant (Vavu)
State Flower : Senhri
State Tree : Red Vanda (Senhri)

Mesual Ferrea/Nahar (Herhse)

Population : 1,097,206
Male : 555,339
Female : 541,867
Population Growth : 23.48%
Sex  Ratio : 976
Child Sex Ratio : 970
Density/km2 : 52
Area (Km2) : 21,081
Literacy : 91.33 %
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THE HIGHLANDERS

The Mizos, or literally, the highlanders who belong to the Mongoloid
race are original settlers of the Shan State of the erstwhile Burma.
Two of the tribes, the Luseis and Hmars, were the first to migrate to
their present land in the early eighteenth century. Mizoram was
annexed in 1891 by the British who divided the area into North and
South Lushai Hills with headquarters at Fort Aijal and Fort Lunglei
respectively. With the Independence of India, Mizoram became a
district of Assam State and later in 1971, it was upgraded to a Union
Territory. Finally, it was made a full-fledged State of the Indian Union
on the 20th February 1987.

The Mizos are divided into several sub-tribes - Luseis, Lais, Maras,
Hmars, Kukis etc., who each have their own dialects but practically
have no  problem of communication amongst them as the majority
speaks the Duhlian dialect. In the olden days the Mizos were animists,
but they embraced Christianity which the British missionaries propagated
to them along with formal education resulting eventually in the Mizos
becoming one of the most literate communities in the country.

Though mostly Christians and greatly influenced by the western
lifestyle, the highlanders cling to their rich cultural heritage, colourful
customs and lively traditions. The festivals and dances of the Mizos
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have a unique tribal flavour. Other than Christmas and New Year’s Day
which are the most popular festivals, Chapchar Kut, a festival marking
the end of the laborious clearing of jungles for the year’s cultivation
around February and March, is another occasion celebrated with much
gusto. The most popular dances of Mizoram are Cheraw (Bamboo
Dance), Khual Lam (Dance for Guests) and Chheih Lam (Dance of Joy).

Agriculture is the main occupation of the Mizos who practice jhum or
shifting cultivation requiring new patches of arable land to clear and
burn each year. The government has now introduced new and
modernized systems of cultivation with the intention of weaning the
people over to permanent cultivation. Mizoram is famous for its
production of fibreless ginger that thrives well in this area. Paddy, maize,
mustard, sugarcane, sesame, potatoes and, lately, grapes are the main
crops produced in the state.

SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Always close to nature in these breezy, salubrious hills, the Mizos are a
gregarious, simple, carefree and peace-loving people. Since the days
of the chieftains they have always been a close-knit society with moral
values based on ‘Tlawmngaihna’ or essentially, selfless service for
others, a rare principle which goes well with Christianity. The Mizo
chiefs too, who were abolished in 1952, had never ruled supreme,
always  making decisions in consultation with the village elders, and
sometimes, even their citizens on crucial issues. Today there is
practically no status or class distinction amongst the members of the
society who all rank equal, enabling even a fourth-grade employee of
the government to chair a social gathering or a church service attended
by officers of high ranks, the privilege being accorded to any active
volunteer or worker. Moreover, the local communities, now largely
represented by the Young Mizo Association, voluntarily assume the
responsibility of helping the needy and the poor. The Mizos are proud
to say that hardly any beggar is to be found in the streets. Despite
some political upheavals and social metamorphoses within the past
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century, the essential fabric of the   society and the moral values remain
more or less the same.

Endowed with a rich and colourful culture, the Mizos are passionately
drawn to dance and songs. They have a rich repertoire of community
dances and songs reflecting their mirthful nature which has been
handed down for generations. In fact, the Mizos are a singing
community and still prolific with new songs and Christian hymns to
this day. Festivals, weddings, death of a person and calamity are
occasions involving the whole village community.

The animist Mizos in the olden days believed that mountains, big trees,
huge rocks, swamps and caves were haunted by malevolent spirits and
demons and used to made propitiatory sacrifices to them in order to
avoid the sufferings they were believed to cause to humans. However,
under the British rule, western missionaries brought evangelization
and education of the people from the 19th century. As a result,
Christianity now has a great bearing on the culture and social life of
the Mizos today. They have also become one of the most literate
communities in the  country, having attained 88.8% literacy rate which
is just behind Chandigarh and Kerela.
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THE LAND

Ridges after ridges of verdant hills stretch away as far as the eyes can
see, the bright shades of green gradually toned down with bluish tint
till they become pale violet on the horizon. The land of the highlanders
exudes an exotic charm of its own even at a glance. In the morning,
the mists billowing out of the deep valleys envelop the hills and
mountains creating an impression of islands in an expanse of snow-
white sea. While the hill ranges run in north-south direction, the
altitude inclined gently towards the western side. From the lush hillsides
numerous springs pour out to form brooks which gush down in the
narrow gorges to confluence into large meandering streams in the deep
valleys, thus providing     perennial sources of water that support a
wide variety of flora and fauna.

With a geographical area of 21087 sq.km, Mizoram is bounded by
Myanmar in the east and south and Bangladesh in the west. The state
therefore has an international boundary of 722 kilometres and occupies
an area of great strategic importance. There are as many as 21 hill
ranges of diverse heights in the state, while a few small patches of
plains are found scattered here and there in the river valleys. The
average height of the hills is about 1200 metres. A few peaks rise up to
2000 metres and the highest one is Phawngpui, also known as the
Blue Mountain with a height of 2360 metres. Flowing either to the
south or north are as many as 16 major rivers, of which the longest
one is the River Tlawng with a length of 185.15 km.

The forests in Mizoram can be classified as Tropical Wet Evergreen
Forests, Tropical Semi-evergreen Forests and Montane-Subtropical Pine
Forests. These forests are home to an amazing variety of birdlife
including the rare Blyth’s Tragopan, Dark Rumped Swift and Mrs.
Hume’s Pheasant and endangered mammals like the Slow Loris, Tiger,
Leopard, Leopard Cat, Serow, Goral, Black Bear, Hoolock Gibbon and
Capped   Langur. The State Animal of Mizoram is Serow and the State
Bird, Mrs. Hume’s Pheasant.
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THE PEOPLE

The Mizos are Christians by faith, having been evangelized by the
British missionaries. Though more than half of the population live
in the rural areas earning their livelihood by farming, their literacy
rate of 91.58 % is one of the highest in the country. Their staple
food is rice and they are mainly non-vegetarian. Living in a close-
knit society with no discrimination on grounds of sex, status or
religion, the Mizos are hospitable, carefree and freedom-loving
people. Festivals, marriages, deaths and calamity are important
occasions in which the entire village or local community is actively
involved, the people being bound together by a code of ethics called
Tlawmngaihna, which in essence implies   selfless service and
concern for others. The Mizos have a strong passion for music,
singing and dancing, often indulging in community singing
spontaneously in social and religious gatherings.
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The Mizos are believed to be part of the Mongolian race spilling over
to the Eastern and Southern India centuries ago. It is understood that
before arriving in their present land, they had settled in the western
parts of Myanmar for more than two centuries. By the time they crossed
the Tiau river bordering Western Burma in the eighteen century, social
order and administration had already been evolved under the
chieftainship of the Sailo clan. At first they lived in scattered villages
under the chiefs, moving on to new sites after about seven years
according to the requirements of their slash-and-burn system of
cultivation.

Geographically isolated, they lived in a world of their own for years,
feared by the neighbouring tribes who knew them as fierce head
hunters, which was a misconception as a Mizo warrior never killed
simply for the purpose of collecting heads as trophies but did cut off
the heads of slain enemies. This, however, helped them lead their life
undisturbed, and would have continued to do so if not for their daring
raids of the expanding Cachar tea gardens which they considered a
threat to their hunting grounds. The consequent British punitive
expedition and annexation of the land in 1891 brought the Christian
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missionaries who introduced them to Christianity and formal education,
opening a new chapter in the Mizo history that was to have a great
influence on their life and culture. Over the years Mizoram has gone
through its share of political and social transformations and upheavals,
but the people at heart always remain the same - care-free and peace-
loving.

DANCES

The traditional dances of the Mizos are said to reflect their mirthful
and care-free nature. Even though they are now Christians and are
influenced by western culture in their lifestyle, these dances or lam
are still  preserved and performed in cultural festivals and on special
occasions.
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CHERAW

KHUAL LAM

CHHEIH LAM

CHAI

RAL LU LAM

SOLAKIA

CHAWNGLAIZAWN

PAR LAM

TLANG LAM
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Aizawl, the capital of Mizoram, is situated at about 1132 metres
above sea level. It is a beautiful and bustling 112-year-old city set

on ridges of steep hills. Flanked on the north by the craggy peaks of
Durtlang, the hill city overlooks the sylvan valley of the river Tlawng
and ranges of blue hills beyond. Once a remote village used as a British
army fort, Aizawl has grown into a picturesque and peaceful city. The
capital city Aizawl is located in the heart of the State. Aizawl is known
as the ‘Silent City’’ due to the practice of no honking in traffic. It is the
first city in India to adopt a no honking policy by virtue of ethics.

AIZAWL - The Capital City

A glimpse of Mizoram
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KV PARADISE

KV Paradise is the Modern Taj
Mahal of Aizawl. It is a
monument that speaks of a man's
love for his wife who died in a car
accident. When Khawlhring's wife
Varte died in an accident in 2001,
he decided to build a   memorial
for his wife near his house. The
memorial is around 45 minutes
drive from the main city and a few
minutes away from Durtlang Hills.
Incidentally, it also happens to be on a beautiful slope facing Aizawl
city. The mausoleum is named KV Paradise after their initials.

AIZAWL THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE

Aizawl Theological College began life in 1907 as a humble theological
school to train native Christians for various ministries of the church.
Located in Durtlang, it has a great spectacular, panoramic view of Aizawl
city and the surrounding hills from the College campus.

HMUIFANG TOURIST RESORT

Hmuifang Tourist Resort is an ideal getaway located at the scenic peak
of Hmuifang mountain, 50 kms to the south of Aizawl. With an elevation
of 1619 metres, the mountain is still covered with virgin forests reserved
since the days of the Sailo chiefs. In fact, the resort was built right on
the former land of Lallianvunga the erstwhile chief who used to rule
over the villages in the mountain.
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Here in the midst of nature the resort has comfortable accommodation
offering 6 double rooms and a lovely cafeteria. The patches of grassy
glades on the peak are also suitable for picnics and outdoor camping.
From here one may visit the four Mizo villages situated on the hillsides,
Hmuifang, Sumsuih, Lamchhip and Chamring to see the typical rural
life of the Mizos.

The mountain also has beautiful cliffs and offers great views of
the surrounding hills. Again, to the nature lovers, the forests abound
with fascinating varieties of flora including rare orchids and wildlife
especially avifauna.

SOLOMONS TEMPLE

Located on the Western side of Aizawl city, it is one of the most
beautiful church in the hills. It is a non denominational church founded
by Dr. L.B. Sailo in 1984. The valley in which the temple is built is named
as 'Kidron Valley' which is 10 km from the heart of Aizawl City. The
architecture is a magnificient white structure. Within its compound,
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the temple complex has natural park covered by various forest trees
to shade and fruits for bird and squirrel of different kinds meant for
their sanctuary. There will be standard restaurant on a hill for visitors.
The complex will house an educational institution, social service center
such as to care for destitute with De-Addiction center and polyclinics
hospital as well.

MIZORAM STATE MUSEUM

Located right in the centre of the
city, this museum displays the
rich heritage of Mizoram.Along
with the numerous
archaeological artifacts,
photographs and natural history
specimens, an entire gallery
here is dedicated to the Mizo
tribes. The objects displayed are
truly unique and not commonly
found in other parts of the world.  The history,  culture and tradition of
the Mizo can clearly be seen from the objects of tools and implements,
household materials, hunting and warfare as well as ornaments and
textiles.
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TYPICAL MIZO VILLAGE - FALKAWN

In Falkawn, about 18 km to the south of Aizawl, atypical Mizo vilage
has been created on a hillock by the Department of Art & Culture,
Mizoram. It typifies the Lusei village of the olden days comprising the
houses of the chief, the chief elder, the blacksmith and his workshop,
the common citizen including the widow whom the society always
treated with     special care, and the bachelor's dormitory or Zawlbuk.
A large stone has also been erected here commemorating seven Mizo
patriots ‘who laid down their lives against British colonisation’.

BERAWTLANG TOURIST COMPLEX

Less than an hour’s drive from Aizawl to the east is the Berawtlang
Tourist Complex. Situated on a peak surrounded by lush green hills it
offers a panoramic view of the Aizawl and is connected by private taxi,
sumo and state transport buses. Removed from the bustles of the city,

A glimpse of Mizoram
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the complex has a wonderful cafeteria and luxurious cottages for those
who want to spend a quiet holiday amidst nature. There are also rooms
overlooking the verdant valley on the eastern side. Within the complex
there is also a centre for fine arts and science. Moreover, the complex
also has a meditation centre and auditorium and a multi-purpose hall
under the purview of the Centre for Fine Arts. The winding pathways
through the complex amidst nature are an attraction which few tourists
would not like to miss. The serenity and solitude far from the bustling
crowd and humdrum of urban civilization is an enthralling proposition.

TAM DIL

Literally -lake of mustard -, Tam Dil is situated near Saitual village, about
110 km from Aizawl. Having been developed as an important
pisciculture centre by the Fisheries Department and a holiday resort
by the Tourism Department, this is perhaps the most frequented lake
in the state. The lake and the surrounding thick forest are home to
wide species of trees, plants and animals.
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According to folklore, a couple used to have a jhum cultivation in this
small valley surrounded by hills but the man died suddenly and left
the woman to look after the crops alone. In the middle of the field,
there was a mustard plant that was bigger than the others and one
night the widow was told in her dreams by her dead husband to take
special care of the mustard plant which would bring her great blessings.
So she did as she was told, giving special attention to the plant and
watering it daily, and indeed it thrived very well and grew bigger and
bigger. After some time, the widow remarried but her new husband
did not like her to keep anything that would remind her of her former
husband and so he pulled the plant up by the roots and threw it away.
Out of the hole thus left in the ground water spouted immediately and
after a while it filled the small valley to become a large lake.

A glimpse of Mizoram
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CHAMPHAI

Champhai is a commercial town located near the Myanmar border,
194 km from Aizawl. Set on an altitude of 1678 metres, the town
overlooks a patch of flat land which happens to be the largest plain
area in the state and also commands a good view of the adjoining hill
ranges of Myanmar from which the forefathers of the Mizos immigrated
ages ago. The breezy hills around here are lush and strewn with
beautiful  rhododendron blossoms. Within a few kilometers away are
some       villages of historical significance where the age-old Mizo way
of life is still preserved.

The town is 27 km from Zokhawthar, the border township
through which the Indo - Myanmar trade is being conducted and hence,
Champhai is an ideal shopping place for various imported goods. The
town is also a convenient base for trekking and visiting landmarks and
historical places in the vicinity including Rih Dil, the mythical lake
located 5 kms within Myanmar which is associated with the Mizo
animist religion of yore.

THASIAMA SE NO  NEIHNA

Literally translated, this means ‘a
place where Thasiama’s mithun gave
birth to a calf’. Located near Vaphai
village close to the Myanmar border,
this is a small, rocky mound with a
flat top and sheer sides that stands
out in the middle of thick vegetation.
Legend has it that one morning,
Thasiama, a man of extraordinarily
long life who lived in a village down
below this mound, searched in vain
for his pregnant cow mithun. As he
sat down on his doorstep to rest and
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smoke his pipe, he suddenly noticed some movements up on the skyline
of the rocky mound half a mile away and there, contentedly waggling
her tail and licking a new-born calf, was his missing cow mithun. How
the mithun got on top of the steep rocky mound is anybody’s guess; so
is how Thasiama later persuaded the mother mithun and calf to come
down. Nevertheless, Thasiama was an unusual character with
exceptional talents and feats who was said to keep pet fish in a hollow
carved on a large boulder. This boulder still lies where his house was
supposedly located. In fact, some of the local people claim to have
come across traces of a fairly large ancient village and that of a large
path leading towards Myanmar in this area which has been long
overgrown with dense vegetation.

MURLEN NALTIONAL PARK

Situated close to the Indo - Myanmar border of Champhai District about
245 km from Aizawl, Murlen National Park is well known for being one
of the few remaining refuges of Mizoram state bird, Vavu (Mrs Hume's
Pheasant). Covering 100 sq.km of virgin forests, the park consists of
sub-tropical evergreen forest and sub - montane forests which are
home to various mammals and birds. There are also sheer rocky cliffs
clustered with honey combs and a buzzing with swifts and swallows.
Murlen is ideal for bird-watching.

The best time to visit the park is from October to May for which one
has to contact the Department of Environment and Forest

LIANCHHIARI LUNGLEN TLANG

This is a rocky ledge over a high cliff where love-smitten Lianchhiari
used to sit to watch the distant village where her lover, Chawngfianga
had migrated. With its tip projecting and commanding a good view of
the surrounding hills, it is situated at Dungtlang village, about 56
kilometers from Champhai. The story goes that Lianchhiari, a beautiful
daughter of Vanhnuaithanga, the great chief of Dungtlang, fell in love
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with Chawngfianga, son of a common citizen. Their romance blossomed
and became the talk of the village. As is customary, the young man’s
family sent a go-between to the girl’s family to negotiate and settle
the ritual formalities for a wedding. However, the man chosen to act
as the go-between happened to be jealous of Chawngfianga, whom
the chief also evidently favoured, and he insidiously thwarted the plans
for     marriage. Greatly embarrassed, Chawngfianga and his family
quietly migrated to Chhingzawl village to the east of Dungtlang. This
came as a great shock to Lianchhiari who became heartbroken and
went up the hill to sit on the precarious ledge from which she could
see the village where her lover had gone to live. For many days she
used to sit here gazing endlessly down on Chhingzawl, refusing to eat
and composing woeful songs of love.

KAWTCHHUAH  ROPUI

In the vicinity of Vangchhia, close to the Myanmar border, about
50 km to the south of Champhai, there are a large number of menhir
stones erected on the sides of the road in a series of lines called
Kawtchhuah Ropui or ‘the great entranceway’. In the olden days,
similar commemoration stones or ‘Lungdawh ‘usually marked the
entrance to a Mizo village. Varying in sizes and shapes they number

A glimpse of Mizoram
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171in all and bear embossed carvings of figures of human beings and
animals. There is a striking resemblance between the relief carvings
on these stones and those on Mangkhaia Lung and some other stones
in the state. The village was named after the Vangchhia clan who were
known as the  earliest settlers here and these stones are attributed to
them.

LAMSIAL PUK

Situated near Farkawn village on a rockface, this cave contains a number
of human skulls and bones as well as pieces of some traditional shawls
with which they had been possibly wrapped. While the bones are
estimated to be about three hundred years old, no precise explanation
has yet been found as to the identities of the people and when and
why they were placed here. However, it has been commonly assumed
that they were left there by the people of the erstwhile Lamsial village
which used to be located around here when the Mizos began to settle
down in this area after crossing the Tiau river bordering Myanmar.
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KOLASIB

Kolasib District is one of the eight districts of Mizoram and Kolasib
town is the administrative headquarters of the district. The district

is endowed with beautiful sceneries untouched by pressures of
commercialization. Kolasib town is a quaint hill station that provides pristine
and peaceful atmosphere all year round. Not far from Kolasib town about
an hours drive is a mesmerizing man made lake Serlui 'B' which is also 12
MW Small Hydel Project. It is being developed as a tourist destination by
Mizoram Tourism with plans to create a water sport destination.

Bairabi within Kolasib District is the only rail head of Mizoram which
was recently completed on 21st March, 2016 hence a significant
destination. Vairengte at the Northern tip of the district is the main
entry point for tourist traveling by road via Assam.

The district is bounded on the north by Assam State, on the west by
Mamit District and on the east by Aizawl District. The district
headquarter is 117 km from Aizawl. It is well connected by road and
Pawan Hans helicopter service connects Kolasib town with Aizawl.

A glimpse of Mizoram
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SERLUI ’B’ LAKE

The picturesque Serlui lake is located about an hour drive from Kolasib
Town and is a perfect weekend destination. Formed with the
construction of the dam of the Serlui Hydel Project, the riverine lake
extends upriver and meanders through the valley of River Serlui,
spreading out into wide pools at many points in the midst of thick
forests and coursing between lush-green hills. The 53 km long
inundation of the valley can be seen even from the NH-54. The
Department of Tourism has developed an accommodation
infrastructure which is expected to be commissioned shortly. Plans are
also being drawn for development of water sport facilities and Eco-
Tourism center. The Department of Tourism has also developed a
Pisciculture center using the dam as its base.
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Scenic view of the hills

A Mizo lady guarding her harvest
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LAWNGTLAI

A helicopter service by Pawan Hans connects Aizawl with Lawngtlai.
The distance from Aizawl to Lawngtlai is 296 km through NH-54.

There are Sumo services that ply daily and is the main mode of
transportation to and from Aizawl. Lawngtlai is also going to be the
nodal point in India for the Kaldan Multi Nodal Transport Project which
will link sittive port in Myanmar to the Indo Myanmar Border, providing
alternate access route for shipment of cargo and contribute towards
the regions economic development.

PHAWNGPUI MOUNTAIN

The highest peak in Mizoram, Phawngpui or the Blue Mountain is
situated near the State’s South-Eastern border overlooking the bend
of the mighty Chhimtuipui river and the hill ranges of Myanmar. With
a height of 2157 metres at the peak, the ridge stretches nearly 10 km
in north-south direction and reaches a height of 2157 metres at the
peak near the southern end. It is surrounded by sheer precipices and
cliffs, of which Thlazuang Kham is the most spectacular one. This breezy
ridge is a virtual garden of beautiful flowering trees like rhododendrons
and  orchids of various hues, and one can also get splendid views of
blue hazed hills extending to the horizon all around. There is a large
glade known as Far Pak in the northern area which is ideal for picnic
and camping.

Abounding with diverse flora and fauna, Phawngpui has been declared
a National Park covering an area of about 50 sq.km. The thick forests
are interspersed with small patches of grassy glades and are replete
with diverse fauna typical of Montane Sub-tropical forests including
oak, rhododendrons and rare species of bamboos. Here one has a good
chance of  sighting gorals grazing peacefully in the steep slopes, brightly
plumed sunbirds hovering over colourful flowers, peregrine falcon
swooping down on fleeting cliff swallows or hearing in the evening
the sharp calls of barking deer or the resounding howls of a hoolock
gibbon family. With the cliffs and rocky ledges on all sides providing
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natural shelter, Phawngpui is home to an amazing variety of birdlife
including the rare Blyth’s Tragopan, Dark Rumped Swift, and Mrs.
Hume’s Pheasant, the Mizoram state bird, and endangered mammals
like the Slow Loris, Tiger, Leopard, Leopard Cat, Serow, Goral, Asiatic
Black Bear, Stump-tailed Macaque and Capped Langur.
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LUNGLEI

Lunglei is the second largest city of Mizoram and is also the
headquarters of Lunglei district in Southern Mizoram. It is an ideal

base for nature lovers for exploring the surrounding areas which are
rich in flora and fauna, hamlets and landmarks linked with folklores
and legends. A 175 km drive from Aizawl, Lunglei is loftier than Aizawl,
perched at an altitude of 1222 metres. An engraved image of Buddha
found near Mualcheng village, about 50 km from the town remains an
enigma till date since no other Buddhist relics has been found
elsewhere in the state.

THANGLIANA LUNG

At Tlabung village right next to the Bangladesh border in the south
western side of Mizoram a memorial stone was erected in the memory
of Captain T.H. Lewin, a courageous and adventurous British pioneer
whom the Mizos fondly called Thangliana, which means “a man of
great fame”. He was the DC of Chittagong Hill Tracts when he entered
Mizoram from Tlabung in 1865. He had many interactions with the
Mizo chiefs and the people who held him in high esteem.

A glimpse of Mizoram
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State Bird ‘Mrs Humes Pheasant’

State Animal ‘Serow’
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MAMIT

The district of Mamit lies in the North Western part of Mizoram. The
district boasts of the most sought after and visited hill station of

Mizoram, Reiek. The largest wildlife reserve Dampa Tiger Reserve
funded by the Government of India also lies within this district. The
district of Mamit was bifurcated from Aizawl district in 1998. It is
bounded on the North by Assam State, on the West by Tripura State,
on the East by Kolasib and Aizawl districts and on the South by Lunglei
district. It is the fourth    largest district in Mizoram and Mamit town
the administrative headquarter of the district is 105 km from Aizawl.
Majority of the tribes inhabiting the district comprises of Mizo, Reang
(Bru) and Chakma.

A glimpse of Mizoram
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REIEK TOURIST RESORT

To the west of
Aizawl sprawls a
p r o m i n e n t
mountain on
which Reiek
village is located.
This is one
destination that
one should not
miss     visiting.
The mountain
itself, though
appearing to be
of gentle slopes on its eastern side, has spectacular rocky cliffs notched
with caves and caverns on the southern and western sides. Moreover,
it is still largely covered with luxuriant natural forests preserved since
the days of the Mizo chiefs. It is only an hour’s drive from Aizawl for
which taxis and private buses are available. The mountain road takes
one through the lush green hills, crosses the Tlawng river as it gushes
though a narrow rocky gorge, and then climbs up the hills winding up
gradually to make for a comfortable drive, during which one comes
across a few cascades which are a photographer’s delight.
Before reaching Reiek, one enters Ailawng, the village of Khuangchera,
the great Mizo warrior of the nineteenth century who was known for
his unsurpassed heroic deeds and stubborn resistance to the early
British army expeditions that cost him his life. There still exists a cave
here that was named after him for only he had the courage to explore
it fully in those days of taboos and superstitions.
A typical Mizo village consisting of the distinctive traditional huts of
the different Mizo sub-tribes, Mizo chieftain’s house, a bachelor’s
dormitory and that of a lonely widow has been created and maintained
by the Department of Tourism. The houses are fully furnished giving the
visitor a peek into the glorious past of the valiant highlanders. A few Mizo
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modern houses have also been constructed nearby to show the changes
that have taken place in the Mizo way of life in keeping pace with the
modern developments. The Department also has a cafeteria and a resort
providing decent food and accommodation. Beside this, there is an
adventure park with obstacle course,high rope course, tree house etc and
a well equipped shooting range This is also the venue for the annual
Anthurium festival and the best time to visit would be in April.

The forests in the hills are home to a fascinating variety of hill birds,
including the rare Peregrine falcon which one might see perched on a
lofty ledge or swooping on cliff swallows. Right on top of the peak is a
big boulder jutting out over a high precipice. A folklore goes that this is
where Ngaitei, a poor orphan girl, used to sit to watch the swelling
Tlawng river that swept away her father, whose spirit continued to live
under the water and later threatened to flood Ngaitei’s village unless
they throw her into the water so that they would be reunited.

KHUANGCHERA PUK

In Ailawng near Reiek, about 30 km from Aizawl in the west, there is a
cave named after Khuangchera, the legendary Mizo warrior who lived
here in the late nineteenth century. The story goes that in
Khuangchera’s days the villagers got water from a spring flowing out
of a narrow cave which everyone feared to enter out of superstition. A
debate went on whether another cave up on the other side of the hill
was connected with it since water was seen flowing in there without
any visible outlet elsewhere in the vicinity, but no man had the courage
to prove it. Finally, Khuangchera decided to get to the bottom of it.
Using a large torch of split bamboos, he went inside the cave and after
some time emerged from the other end, and so proved for once and
for all that the two cave mouths joined a single underground passage
through the hill. However, he was said to be struck down by a serious
illness for some days soon after this, which only served to aggravate
the villagers’ fear of the cave. After this, it was only in the early eighties
that a full exploration of the cave was made by a local adventure club.
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SERCHHIP

Home of the highest waterfall in Mizoram, the district of Serchhip
lies in the central part of Mizoram. It is bounded on the north by

Aizawl District, on the south by Lunglei District, on the east by Champhai
District and has an international border Myanmar. Serchhip town is
the district headquarter. The district came into existence on 15th

September, 1998. Considering its young inception and it boasts of the
highest literacy rate recorded in India. Distance from Aizawl to Serchhip
town is 112 kms. North Vanlaiphai, a town in the District of Serchhip is
an ideal site for trekking and paragliding. Paragliding courses are often
conducted here. It is also home to the Khawnglung Wildlife Sanctuary
which has an area of 35 sq.km.

THENZAWL

Thenzawl is one of the most exotic villages in Mizoram that should be
in every tourist’s itinerary and consists of a few but breathtaking tourist
places. Tuirihiau is the most spectacular of all the waterfalls and
cascades in the fast flowing rivers, the uniqueness of this waterfall is
that you see from behind as it caves in behind the fall like an arc.
The Thenzawl Deer Park is home to several kinds of deer. The
Chawngchilhi Cave is famous as it is believed that the cave had
witnessed the love story of a lady and a snake. The Tualvungi Thlan is
famous as it is believed that a woman buried herself beside the grave
of her first husband, her first love. Besides these, Tourism Department
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is all set to inaugurate Thenzawl
Golf Course & Resort which will
be one of its kind in North East
India, featuring a 18 hole
international design 72 Par Golf
Course & an Eco-friendly resort.
The golf resort will also have a
fully equipped clubhouse, a
modern state-of-the-art
convention centre, gazebos and
a big food court.

VANTAWNG KHAWHTHLA

Of all the waterfalls and
cascades in the rough and fast-
flowing rivers of Mizoram,
Vantawng Khawhthla or
‘Vantawng Fall’ is the highest
and the most spectacular one.
Located in Vanva river near
Thenzawl, it is named after
Vantawnga, who was said to be
an excellent swimmer. So good
a swimmer was Vantawnga, so
the story goes, that he could
hover in the cascading water as
fish do, but unfortunately
during one of such
performances, a drifting log fell
from above and killed him. The
height of the fall is recorded as
750 ft and though it is difficult
to get close to it because of the
sheer forested hillsides surrounding it, a comfortable viewing tower
has been constructed by the Tourism Department.
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WORLD'S LARGEST FAMILY, BAKTAWNG

Recorded in the Guinness Book of World Record as the Worlds Largest
Family, the joint family is headed by Pu Ziona, who has 38 wives, 89
children and a large number of grandchildren. A total of 162 members
of the family live in a four-storied building called 'Chhuanthar Run' or
‘Home of the New Generation’ in Baktawng village 70 km from Aizawl.

           Living as a religious community, the family owns jhums, orchards,
furniture workshops, manufactures aluminium utensils and are known
for their self- sufficiency, craftsmanship, hard work and
entrepreneurship skills. Their way of life can be experienced by staying
with them at their guest house in Baktawng village.

Worlds Largest Family

A glimpse of Mizoram
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SIAHA

Siaha is dotted with awe-inspiring hills that captivate the mind. It
has fascinated many visitors with its picturesque scenery, hospitable

people and the distinctive colorful culture that prevails. As one cruises
through the road, one gets spellbound by the serene grandeur of the
lofty hills and greenery.

Siaha is one of the eight districts of Mizoram and is located in the
southern tip of Mizoram. It is bounded in the north by Lunglei District,
on the west by Lawngtlai District and has an international border with
Myanmar on the east and south. The majority of the inhabitants are
Mara people having an autonomous district council called Mara
Autonomous District Council.

Castle of Beino

The Western Region of Siaha in
the Southern part of Mizoram
boasts of a mesmerizing rock
formation that resembles a
castle. It is known for its
geological marvel which is a
craftsmanship of nature. A true
feast for the eyes. Set in the
pristine river of Koladyne, Castle
of Beino is a sprawling alley of
rocks about 10 metres high on
both sides of the river. The locals
believe it to be a cursed castle
and have mystical folklores

surrounding it. It is said that the River Queen of Spirits inhabits the
place acting as an ombudsman. This unfrequented         destination
must be explored with one’s own eyes for its untold beauty to be
unraveled.

A glimpse of Mizoram
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Palak Dil

Palak Dil or Palak Lake is the largest natural lake in Mizoram and is
situated near Phura in the southern part of the state. Oval in shape, it
covers about 1 sq.km and is surrounded by lush virgin forests rich in
flora and fauna. Legends abound about the origin of the lake. One
version says that before the lake was formed, there used to be a big
village here and a large serpent lived in a cavern in the vicinity and
occasionally stole the villagers’ livestock. When it started stealing their
children, the men gathered in anger and made a plan to kill the large
snake. Using a huge fish hook and a dead goat for bait, they soon
managed to catch and kill the serpent and then distributed its meat to
every household for dinner. That night strange things began to happen.
A widow living with her two children got the serpent’s head as her
share and started cooking it in a big pot. After some time she looked
into the boiling pot to find the eyes of the serpent blinking, rolling and
watching her. Frightened out of her wits, she flung the pot away with
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the serpent’s head still inside it. Later, she heard strange noises and
ran out of the house to find her doorsteps being flooded with water
which    continued to rise fastly. She took her children and ran away
just before the water submerged the whole village, drowned all the
other inhabitants who were sleeping and formed a wide lake that has
come to be called Palak Dil.

Legends aside, nature lovers are attracted by the surprisingly great
variety of wildlife to be found in this remote area adjoining the
Myanmar forests. It is a home to most of the common wetland birds
and hill birds, and is believed to be a winter stop-over for migrating
Pintail Duck while  a few elephants still roam the surrounding virgin
forests. Though a jeepable road connects Palak Lake from Phura, care
has been taken to maintain and preserve it in its pristine state and
environment.
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Lorrain Ville at Serkawr

A century old Villa built in 1914 by the Christian Missionaries still stand
today in all its charms. Serkawr is situated between Tuipang and
Kaladan. It is 288 km from Aizawl and 39 km South of Siaha town.
Serkawr is a pioneer place for the Baptist Missionaries. J Herbert
Lorraine & F.W Savidge first landed here to preach the gospel in 1907.
The work of these missionaries paved way for the whole tribe towards
civilization, literacy and most of all to Christian faith. Mrs. Violet Lorrain
Foxall, the granddaughter of J Herbert Lorrain married a local man and
continues to live in this house with their grandchildren. The furnitures,
furnishings and decorative, all century old are preserved in this house
and the    family is open to visitors.
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FESTIVALS

Traditional Festivals of Mizoram - are full of splendid gaiety and
are a great insight to the rich cultural heritage of the Mizos. The festivals
are celebrated with pomp and fervor and traditional dances form a
major part of the celebrations. Since agriculture plays a significant role
in the lives of people, almost all the festivals of Mizoram are centered
on  agricultural activities : the sowing, the harvesting, the seasonal
cycles etc. The major festivals of Mizoram are :

Chapchar Kut

Chapchar Kut festival of Mizoram is a spring festival and marks the
preparation before the onset of the sowing season. This is the only
festival among all the traditional festivals that is still celebrated with
the initiative of the Mizoram Government. This is the time when jungles
are cleared, bamboos and trees are dried and kept for burning, and
the land is set ready for jhum cultivation. Chapchar Kut usually falls
during the first week of March and is celebrated with great zeal and
zest.
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Anthurium Festival

It is a festival promoting Anthurium flowers grown in Mizoram and
also showcases the rich and rhythmic cultural dances and traditions of
the  Mizos. The venue for the festival is set at the foothills of the
beautiful Reiek Tlang during the first week of October. The Anthurium
Festival is organized every year by Tourism Department and other line
Departments with financial support from the central government. It
has a dual purpose - promoting the cultivation and marketing of the
enthralling flower and attracting tourists to the scenic beauties of
Mizoram.

Winter Festival
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It is an annual three days
festival organized by
Department of Tourism,
Government of Mizoram.
The venue for the festival
is set at Tuirial Airfield,an
abandoned airstrip 21
Km from the city centre.
It is celebrated to
showcase the diverse
culture and traditions of
the Mizos with a host of
entertainment. It is
usually celebrated during
the 2nd last weekend of
November.

Today, Winter Festival is
celebrated with a
plethora of activities,
games, music etc. Other
activities include
exhibition of handlooms
and handicrafts, traditional dances and music, performances by well-
known artistes and bands,  carnivals, local cuisines, etc. to name a few.
The main highlights of the festival is Hot Air Ballooning and Powered
Hang Glider not found      anywhere in the north east except Mizoram.
The annual MIMSA Motor Sports racing takes place during the festival.

Christmas

It is regarded as one of the biggest celebrations of the place. Held from
the 24th to 26th of December, Christmas is celebrated in Mizoram for
three whole days. Since the majority of Mizoram population belongs
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to the Christian faith, Christmas festival is celebrated in the place
with much fanfare.

The influence of Christianity in Mizoram was initiated in the ninth
century when the British missionaries came to the region. Ever since
its inception the faith of Christianity has inspired the living style and
social customs of the Mizoram people. Today, Christianity is the widely
practiced religion of Mizoram. As a symbol of this widely acknowledged
acceptance of the faith Christmas is celebrated as one of the prime
festivals in Mizoram.

Christmas in Mizoram is an ideal manifestation of the rich heritage of
the Christian faith in the place.
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New Year

The whole Mizoram celebrates New Year with great splendour.  Like most
part of the world, fireworks and crackers used to be a part and parcel of

this celebration. A complete change took place in 2009 when the
Government of Mizoram announced a complete ban on fireworks and
crackers. The prohibition has been a complete success since then and
now virtually not a sound of crackers nor fireworks can be heard  during
this time of the year.

Since majority of the population are Christian, most local churches
organize midnight service. State-funded concerts are organized at
different places  in Aizawl and all the district headquarters in
collaboration with the Young Mizo Association (YMA). Top singers and
musicians participate in these concerts and entertain the people. On
New Year day, all local churches organise community feast in their
respective localities. Every community members participate in the
preparation of such grand feast and enjoy the delicacies served there.
All big shops, government offices and markets remain closed on this
day and the streets are devoid of vehicles.
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DREAM WEAVERS

It has been said that the Mizo women weave dreams on their looms.
Since time immemorial, they have produced clothes, garments and
shawls from home-spun cotton and coloured with indigenous dyes.
One of the traditional textiles of the state is ‘Puan’ which include those
to be worn either like a shawl or like a lungi. In the olden days the
puan was worn in a more or less simil ar fashion by women and men,
the main difference being that the latter wore the puan shorter and
reaching the knee only. The intricate designs and motifs with beautiful
colour combinations not only reflect great weaving skills but also show
deep-rooted traditions handed down generations. In fact, the Mizos
have a rich heritage of puan which are worn today mostly on formal
and special occasions.
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SKILLED CRAFTSMEN

The Mizo men excel in handicrafts especially those of cane and
bamboo, having practically transformed them into works of art from
mere functional pieces. They are known for their weaving skills of
various traditional baskets for different uses and purposes. For example,
Paikawng, which is used generally for carrying grains and similar items,
is meticulously woven in complex pattern and can yet hold surprisingly
great weights. The Mizo cap, ‘Khumbeu’ is an excellent piece of
bamboo-craft that makes good souvenir for visitors.

For anyone looking for a souvenir, a good selection of various traditional
handicrafts and handloom products are available in Aizawl at the State
K.V.I. Handloom & Handicraft Sales Emporium, Zarkawt, MAHCO Show
Room, Treasury Square and in some shops in the local market.
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Aizawl, the capital, is well connected by Air from Kolkata and Imphal.
Air India operates daily flights between Aizawl and Kolkata and on every
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays  to Imphal. Go Air is starting
operations from 15th October, 2019 between Aizawl and Guwahati.

NH-54 connects Aizawl with the rest of the country through Silchar in
Assam. Aizawl is also accessible by road from Shillong and Guwahati
via Silchar. Buses and sumo services  to Aizawl  are easily available
from these  places.

There is a railhead in Silchar, Assam, 180 km from Aizawl. The drive
from Silchar  to Aizawl takes about  6 hrs. The State is also connected
by rail  at  Bairabi. Project  to connect Sairang near Aizawl from
Guwahati and Silchar in Assam by  train is  also being undertaken.
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 SL.NO. PLACE PHONE NO.

   1 Amobyu T/L 9089672492

   2 Bairabi T/L 8974429085

   3 Berawtlang T/C 6033082277/ 9862719019

   4 Bualpui NG T/L 94612034899

   5 IHM Bung 9485116799/ 8014638870

   6 Chalfilh T/L 7308215296/ 9615592775

   7 Chaltlang T/L (0389) 2341083/ 2349421 (O)

   8 Champhai T/L (03831) 235866/ 9436143518

   9 Chakheitla T/L 9436385647/ 9612025826

  10 Changsil T/L 9436784010

  11 Chawngte T/L 9436147748

  12 Chhiahtlang H/R 9856267007/ 8974679330

  13 Darlawn T/L 8014768134/

  14 Darzo T/L 9862160572

  15 Durtlang V/G 9612505644

  16 E. Lungdar T/L 9856343330

  17 Farkawn T/L 8974855115

  18 Hmuifang T/R 9436379544

  19 Hnahlan T/L 9436144335

  20 Hnahthial H/R 9774708722

  21 Hrangchalkawn T/L 7642818348

  22 Kanhmun T/L 9862842494

  23 Kawlkulh H/R 8974419053/ 9862211823/ 8014004978

  24 Khanpui T/L 9436141065/ 8416077601

  25 Khawbung T/L 9436353263/ 8974861376

Tourist Facilities under the Department
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  26 Kolasib T/L (03837) 220067/ 9612660112

  27 Lawngtlai T/L (03835) 233239/ 9436145916/ 9862732626

  28 Lengpui T/R (0389) 2573441/ 8131987689

  29 Luangmual T/H 7085881291

  30 Lunglei T/L (0372) 2342013/ 9436144947

  31 Mamit T/L 2565600/ 9436155187

  32 N. Maubawk T/L 9863436320/ 9862688055/ 9485050612

  33 N. Vanlaiphai T/L 89856343330

  34 Ngopa T/L (03830) 261220/ 8415873189

  35 No-Aotla (Niawhtlang) T/L   9436385647/ 9612025826

  36 New Latty 9436385647/ 9612025826

  37 Pangzawl T/L 8014610914

  38 Phura T/L 9436385647/ 9612025826

  39 Reiek T/R 2567344/ 9366078543

  40 S. Vanlaiphai T/L    9856866882/ 8415051281

  41 Saichho T/L (0372) 2566155/ 9862367479

  42 Siaha T/L (03835) 222591/ 9436149031

  43 Saipum T/L 9366179441/ 9366510339

  44 Sairang P/S 9612847041

  45 Sakawrdai T/L 9774585864

  46 Saitual T/L 9862859882

  47 Saikoa T/L 9436385647/ 9612025826

  48 Tamdil P/S 9612701947

  49 Tuirial T/L 9615592775

  50 Sangau T/L 9862344162

  51 Serlui 'B' T/L 8730976867



  52 Serchhip T/L 9856892131/ 9862733398

  53 Tawipui 'S' H/R 9862811683

  54 Thenzawl T/L 03838-261489/ 9612065527/ 9863352362

  55 Thingdawl H/R (03837) 268526/ 9436141065/ 8416077601

  56 Thingsulthliah T/L         8575187448

  57 Tlabung T/L (03834) 222352/ 9436726036/ 9863701861

  58 Tlangnuam V/G 9862898290

  59 Tuipang T/L 9862843353

  60 Vairengte T/L 9856637768

  61 Vawmbuk T/L 9485117432

  62 W.Phaileng T/L 8014948700/ 8014069186

  63 Zawlnuam T/L 9862772906/ 9812206540

  64 Zokhawthar T/L 8415841566

  65 Zyhno (Zawngling) T/L 9436385647/ 9612025826

T/L = Tourist Lodge

T/C = Tourist Complex

H/R = Highway Restaurant

V/G = Viewing Gallery

P/S = Picnic Spot

T/R = Tourist Resort
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Domestic Tourists

Inner Line Permit (ILP) is required for entry into Mizoram . Government
employees travelling for official purposes are exempted from obtaining ILP .

ILP can be obtained at Mizoram Houses in Kolkata, Silchar, Shillong, Guwahati
and New Delhi.

ILP can also be obtained at Lengpui Airport in Aizawl on arrival and at Vairengte
Check gate upon entry by road from Assam.

Foreign Tourists

Foreigners do not require ILP or PAP (Protected Area Permit).

They have to register themselves online with the  Superintendent of Police (CID/
SB) Mizoram who is the designated Foreigners Registration Officer (FRO) of the
State during their period of stay.

Citizens of Afghanistan, China and Pakistan and foreign nationals having their
origin in these countries would continue to require prior approval of the
Ministry of Home Affairs before entering the state which can be obtained at any
of the Mizoram Houses.




